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	House of Spies: A Novel (Gabriel Allon), 9780062354341 (0062354345), Harper Perennial, 2017

	#1 NYT Bestseller


	#1 USA Bestseller


	#1 WSJ Bestseller


	From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Black Widow comes the thrilling new summer blockbuster featuring legendary spy, assassin and art restorer Gabriel Allon.


	A heart-stopping tale of suspense, Daniel Silva’s runaway bestseller, The Black Widow, was one of 2016’s biggest novels. Now, in House of Spies, Gabriel Allon is back and out for revenge – determined to hunt down the world’s most dangerous terrorist, a shadowy ISIS mastermind known only as Saladin.  


	Four months after the deadliest attack on the American homeland since 9/11, terrorists leave a trail of carnage through London’s glittering West End. The attack is a brilliant feat of planning and secrecy, but with one loose thread. 


	The thread leads Gabriel Allon and his team of operatives to the south of France and to the gilded doorstep of Jean-Luc Martel and Olivia Watson. A beautiful former British fashion model, Olivia pretends not to know that the true source of Martel’s enormous wealth is drugs. And Martel, likewise, turns a blind eye to the fact he is doing business with a man whose objective is the very destruction of the West. Together, under Gabriel’s skilled hand, they will become an unlikely pair of heroes in the global war on terror.


	Written in seductive and elegant prose, the story moves swiftly from the glamour of Saint-Tropez to the grit of Casablanca and, finally, to an electrifying climax that will leave readers breathless long after they turn the final page.  


	But House of Spies is more than just riveting entertainment; it is a dazzling tale of avarice and redemption, set against the backdrop of the great conflict of our times. And it proves once again why Daniel Silva is “quite simply the best” (Kansas City Star).
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Embedded Android: Porting, Extending, and CustomizingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Looking to port Android to other platforms such as embedded devices? This hands-on book shows you how Android works and how you can adapt it to fit your needs. You’ll delve into Android’s architecture and learn how to navigate its source code, modify its various components, and create your own version of Android for your...



		

Cross-platform UI Development with Xamarin.FormsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create a fully operating application and deploy it to major mobile platforms using Xamarin.Forms


	About This Book

	
		Create standard user interfaces on Windows Mobile, Android, and iOS and then make those interfaces look good with ease
	
		Design a full-blown application in very little time with...



		

Android Fully LoadedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Adobe MAX is a conference sponsored by Adobe every year
	to bring together developers and designers who work with
	Adobe technologies and enable them to learn new techniques,
	network with one another, and, in general, get excited about
	the company and its products. Of course, the attendees of a
	conference like MAX are almost by...





	

Introduction to Fuzzy Logic using MATLABSyngress Publishing, 2006
The world we live in is becoming ever more reliant on the use of electronics and computers to control the behavior of real-world resources. For example, an increasing amount of commerce is performed without a single banknote or coin ever being exchanged. Similarly, airports can safely land and send off airplanes without ever looking out of a...

		

Codes and Ciphers: Julius Caesar, the Enigma, and the InternetCambridge University Press, 2001
"He has written an excellent book that belongs in your personal library."    Cryptologia

"Churchhouse (emer., Cardiff Univ., Wales) offers a history and explanation of codes, ciphers, cryptography, and cryptanalysis from Julius Caesar and WWII code-breaking activities to the present day including the world of the Internet....

		

Santa Shops on eBay: How to find deals, get organized, and give yourself the gift of timeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"Marsha Collier knows eBay like no one else. With her tips and insight, anyone can enjoy the ease and convenience of shopping online any time of year."
   —Clarissa Parashar, eBay PowerSeller and owner of the eBay store Perpetual Vogue
The kids' concert is tonight, your brother's coming Saturday, and when are you going to...
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